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POLICY FOR PHYSICL FACULTIES, LIBRARY AND SPORTS 

 The College has an effective mechanism for the maintenance and up keeping of the facilities. 

 The Principal, Vice Principal, HoD along with Chairman and members of College Development and 

Construction Committee carries out over all supervision for smooth functioning and utilization of 

physical, academic and support facilities with regular maintenance. 

 A separate civil department with civil engineer and supervisor has been established for the maintenance 

and utilization of physical facilities. 

 The civil department is assisted by 20 supporting staffs which include a carpenter, a welder, plumber, 

auto and tractor driver etc. 

 Electricity is supplied by MSEB through a separate 100 KVA transformer and college has 4 generators, 

12 online UPS systems and 5 invertor systems for continuous power supply. The College also has 15 

KW Grid –tided Solar P.V. power generation system. The underground internal electricity distribution 

system has been set up by the college in 2014-2015. 

 Four electricians work round the clock for the maintenance and to ensure uninterrupted power supply. 

The electrical engineer from PRES monitors the overall electrical operations. 

 The sanitization and cleanliness is carried out by sanitary department. It has a Sanitary Inspector assisted 

with15 staffs. 

 There is decentralisation of every unit and each HoD has freedom to take his decision regarding the 

departmental maintenance and up-keepment of supporting facilities. They can submit requisition letters in 

prescribed form for any requirement and the necessary action is taken. 

 The College has 24×7 security system to maintain discipline and safety through 20 security persons 

supervised by Security Head. 

 All departments have separate departmental libraries along with a common central library for general as 

well as research programmes. The libraries and reading areas are clean. Entry without identity card is 

prohibited .Entry register is maintained for staff and students.  

 The college has provides enough infrastructure and relevant amenities for sports. The college has separate 

gymkhana for sports. To organize various levels of tournaments (Intra and Inter) for various age groups. 

There is a proper producer maintain by college management. For dead stock management and register has 

maintained for the consumable and non-consumable equipment. 

 The college has sufficient number of classrooms which are very well ventilated with spacious seating 

arrangements. The classroom made available to all the concern departments through central timetable 

management committee.  

 The department of computer science has developed and regularly updates the college website. 


